'^ Don't ever dare to take your
college as a matter of course—
because, like." democracy and
freedom, many people you'll
never know anything about
have broken their hearts to get
it for you."—Alice Duer Miller
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Julia n Huxle y To

Eehs win? Aispc

For the Freedom

Of C_ll®g® Press

Colby students will have the opportunity next Friday evening to
hear Julian Huxley, well-known biologist and author. This, the third
in the series of Averill Lectures,
will be held at 8 :00 P. M. in the
Women 's Union.
Mr . Huxley was born and educated in Englan d . Among his many
past pos iti on s are :' ¦ professor of zoology, resea r ch worker , president of
the Association of Scientific. Workers, editor of the 14th edition of
Encyclopedia Britannica, poet , and
executive secretary of UNESCO. His
books include : Essays, of a Biologist , Religion without Revelation ,
the Captive Shren and other poems ,
and Evolutionary Ethics.

1 The Colby ECHQ has applied to
the newly formed National Association for a Free College Press to be
enlisted as" the ' 19th member of this
organization .
The newly formed National Association, for a Free College Press,
created to meet the problem of
censorship in the student press, received endorsement of the Seventh
National Student Association Congress meeting at Iowa State Col¦
,
lege;
77 •; '" 7. . . . — , . ,
An independent association of
college editor 's, the new group hopes
to provide a mechanism for investigation, of alleged breaches of editorial freedom in the. " college press,
and for reporting its findings
throughout the country .
The group" has been organized
¦with a ten-rinember national executive, committee, representing wide
gogr aphical distribution of college
On October 29, Mr. Carlton D.
weeklies and dailies.
Brown; radio and television execuJPlans call for the Association to
tive of Waterville, and' Mi4 ." Harry
^
enlist a group of leading professionE. Umphrey, prominent ^ businessal editors an&jpubiishers throughout :
man of -Presque'""isl-j were elected
___
_
W_
*~i_
?
>
the country as an advisory board
to the Board of Trustes of Colby
Brown , Bob Blakelo ck, Bo Olson , J ohn Turner } CRandy Peyton , and J ack J ohnson.
to the national organization.
College.
According to procedure set ..up ,by
Both men are former Colby stuthe newly formed group, action on
dents. Mr. Brown is a member of
an alleged violation of press freedom
the class of 1933 and Mr . Umphrey
would be initiated when the editor
a member pf the class of 1914, They
of: the campus paper involved notiwill fill vacancies left by the deaths
fied the executive committee chair- Dr. Julius Seelye Bixler was re¦
¦
of Mr. Carroll _^. Perkins, Water' . "' . ¦' . -¦' 77 . 'v O ; ^- v . iv .
*r '
man .
the
position
'^yith
of
cently honored
When it first 'opened, in New- York ville attorney, and Mr. Francis N.
Pp'wder and Wig will open its
The chairman would then contact Chairman of the Maine Branch 7 of
¦
on City, the reviewers were struck by Bartlett , WaterjiUe banker and inthe' executive committee member the American Association for the 1954-55 theatre season , at Colhy
surance man.
Nov. 11 and 13 with Arthur Miller's the obvious analogy between the
nearest the paper to establish an in- United , Nations.
Mr. BrOwn was born and educatvestigation group, including a mem- ¦ President Bixler points out that historical tragedy, "The Crucible." witch hunts of 1692 and : those . of
ed in the Waterville area, haying
has
who
wpn
the
Pulitzer
Prize
modern
day
America.
Miller
Miller
;
,
ber of the national advisory hoard the main, purpose of the committee
graduated from Coburn Classical
and several other: college editors in is to obtain as many members as for his social drama "Death of a not made this his central theme,
Institute. He is one of the most
year
at
two
of
the
dealing
with
the
lives
of
presented
Salesman,"
last
the area.
possible," and . disseminate informaColby, has done a great amount of accused villagers, but the applica- active local alumni and has held ,two
This investigating group would go tion of the United Nations.
research to make the play a true tion to today's investigations is ob- of the most important alumni poto the campus,. intorvie'w student The response of yarious organizahistorical picture of Salem village vious. The pay is not historically sitions, as chairman of the Alumni
editors, members of the administra- tions and civic minded citizens has
in 1692, and this forms the back- accurate, hut Miller was not writing Fund • from 1950-51, and chairman
tion and others involved, then pre- been extremely gratifying.
ground for the story of tho famed history.. The theatrical effect of of tho Alumni Council from 1952-54.
They are calling upon the United
Continued on Page Two
Salem witch hunts which Miller has the play is more important than its When not help ing Colby students
States to take a stronger position
Irhftorical exactness, and Miller has and alumni; "he serves as president
dramatized.
against colonialism in theU. N. and
obviously read Aristotle's,.theories of the Kennebec Broadcasting Co .,
stand with- the U; ,N. in opposition
(WTVL) Waterville ; president of
•"""
on this matter,
to any , new acts of aggression from
Continued on Page Two
- Tlie" central theme of the play,
communist powers .
"which. C. Edmund Witham, director
of the Colby production , has been
called a near approach to true tragAlpha of Sigma Kappa was foundThe Colby College Bookstore has
edy than anything Miller has yet
,
ed at Colby 80 years ago next week
just announced a pledge of -|2,000 written deals with John and Eliz,
In honor of this birthday, Sigma is
to go toward the now hookey rink . abeth.' Proctor a young couple whoso The Hangout Committee is spon,
soring the movio "Tap Roots "; on
having a celebration during tho
This amount does hot indicate that
farm
was
not
far from Salem village , Frjday, Nov 5th in Averill Audicoming week end, Saturday, there
,
profit-making
.
"
Dick
tho
Bookstore
a
Tlio Colby Eight has elected
is
Elizabeth is accused as being a witch torium of the Koyes Building. "Tap
wi\\bo [ an initiation at 3:00 P, ' M.,. Dyej* its new advisor, thus winning establishment, for this pledge has'
and when her husband moves to Roots" stars Susan Hayward and
in Rose Cliapel for Tpni Joffoyy ¦official reobgnitipn for the singing boon made to be 'paid over a throe
defend hor, : the accusers turn on Van Hoflin , The showing time is
Charlotte- Wood, Barbara : Moorej - group from tho college adm inistra- year pripd . ' HoSveyor, it does indihim
with , oven more venom . Any Q 'AS P. M.. and the admission is a
Nancy Egglbstpn and Ann Steiglor, tion. Mr . Dyer, the head of Colby's cate tho ¦ support of the Bookstore
defense
tb the accusations is futile nominal 25a-.< These movies aro a
From 6,to 9 9" Saturday there wij] public relations department-, is the in campus projects. A few years
as
the
prosecution
is carried on in service of tho Hangout Committee
bo a banquet for all Sigmas; Sigma firs t advisor that-tho botot has over ago thoy pledged $500 whicli wont
alumnao and guests from other had. i Previously the Eight was an t oward , ihe : ,cost 7 of a now football a purely metaphysical plane. The on tho campus , and thoir continuachapter s ." Mrs, iWilliam H. Smith , indopbridbnti organization , and as scorpboard . < Ar fevv. yoarej previou s characters of John. Halo, a Massa- tion will depend on tho student inCplhy : 1903, ' ':will , act as toa„ tmis- such thoy ;p|a_iried last spring 7.0 to : thaV thb i Bopicstbro gave a sub- chusetts minister , who has been terest and support in this first film
¦
trpss; • '_ Tli©^ ippli)^;- .EiBli^,. ami Colby- blimjriato i ^'Cplhyf' from thoir name stantial ampunt to Student.Govorn- yory influential in condemning many of tlio season. Tho time of tlie showing of "Tap , Roots" tonight is arottos wiH7: : ontprtaim7.; v 7 77: ':¦' ;'. ¦. ' .¦"% iinjd , bepomp known as "The Hum- mbnii foi' usb' on various ij tudont
Doputy-Govornor Danevil-doors,
ranged ' so that Freshmen girls can
; 1Sunday/there ;Wijl^
;bu gs.!'v : BobiuYsb of thoir.recognition pvpj cots. Thus, Colby students ,
forth , arid Reverend Parris , the in- attend and bo in by 8 :S0. - Studentens' ;ioar . in,:ih pnor' of "Wip five found- . from the^^ oollogo, howovbl', the octet wh en' : purchasing ' artiolbs at' the
ors ;of ,;Sigina~tho '!fjr ^
.'hiv 's now, dooidod to keep its tradi- Bobl cst oro , a'rb. partioipdtingi in a secure loader .of the Salem parish- should address suggestions for our-;
attend Colby Gpitpgo ;';:, '- (^ary!,:;,L ow tional name of- "The Colby Eight. " !cboporativo plan whereby .any pro- ioners, ,aro ,wpvpn into tho story of rent or classic movies which thoy
"
'has -a dorm naindd liitov' lior as does The> w'om^bjwty."bpljoyb. _ h<it the samp f it7accumulated"is plougho^ h^ok in- tho Pro ctors ,: and .t ho ir oarly : con- wpuld like 'Hangout 'to sponsor ^ to
Lptiiso Coburn , a famous lawyer and energy, ..an^v capability whioh ; has , j tpj atudbnt projects. Support of ,tho fidence , /thoir growin g doubt , and Wiiliairi Thompson , Hangout movio
,.
¦
chairman ,' l„o * iiahgout Commit. of
ppet , : '. •Idn.';.^^llor ,• •! " _7rnnoia iMonn , i imado Mr J, Dyer a!Bup'c'osBf ul;, head., of np\y: ' lioolcoy ' rink is a; ltiatfcbr
;
;is
thoir
final
;
disbelief¦
in;
witches,
7
too is also-interested in jointly sponand BlizaJ-qtli ^HpaK';' woro tho Q -h- ,(tho, £ubluj "r^
w-llj ,V^i*in(i.'p» "^^por^anoo ' ^ to ' : .Oolby; scf| tho
'
throughout
the'
couvW
of
tho
traced
;'
Boring ' mbyios * of spooiar iritprost!
.
,
project
of'
pr
this
Colby 'd.i- first
, ¦ or thro b founders
o^
i'iBbbltstbrb's; support of
¦' ¦
,
'
'
'
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Brown & Umphrey
Elected Trustees

^^

Bixler To Mead
Maine 'W Assoc.

Si gma Celebrates
80ih Ann iversa ry

Salem Witchcraft Mves
_%gait_ lit liie Qiticible

Bookstore Pled ges

Dyer Is Named
" Ei ght " Advisor

Hockey Rink Aid

News N otes

Board of Trustees, since he las The chairman of the Association ifornia , Berkeley, Ridge Rd., Neva¦
0
~
• ^°~ ¦ ' . Y
served on the board.from 1952-54. will be responsible for coordinating da City, Calif . Fern Victor, man- ¦?.
its activities and for channeling re- aging editor of The Daily Bruin at I For the Finest in Supplies ! |
quests for assistance to the proper the University of California , Los
regional committee men and advis- Angeles, 9726 .Saturn St., Los An- W. W. BERRY & CO. I
ECHO JOINS
STATIONERS
ory group members .
geles 35, Calif. Mel Copeland , news S
\
Continued From Page One
editor
of
The
Campus
pare an objective and thorough re- The members of the executive
, at the City |Carrying a complete line of J
port of their findings, forwarding it committee will work with other col- College of New York, 2100 Strauss
|
Office and Student Equipment !
to the national chairman at once. lege editors in their locality in. a St., Brooklyn 12, New York. 1
!
TRY US SOON!
Copies of the report would be dis- continuing review of the status , of Edith Robinson , editor-in-chief of j
j
tributed to all member schools in editorial freedom of the college pa- The Arkansawyer at Arkansas Me170 Main Street
I
chanical and Normal College, 409 I
the national organization; the edi- pers in their area.
IS Waterville
2I
Maine
tors and administrators of the The initial committee of ten will North Florida St., Crassett, Arkanschool involved , wire services and serve as an interim group until a sas, . i
. ' » ¦¦ • . • . - ?J«*_»D-«»0-«_.0.™M«-_0—«-C««»<!«_»0-™»i>—?<»_»<»
_•
trade publications.
committee can be elected by memThe emphasis of tlie investigation ber papers.
.
would be on a quick, thorough and
Th organization hopes to raise
objective examination of the alleged
funds through the three dollar memviolation.
bership fee, grants from professionThe new groups believe that the
censoring agency, whether it be stu- al newspaper groups and foundations and from individual editors
dent government, university adminand publishers interested in the freeistration or some outside group didom of information program. Monrectly influencing the administraey would be needed to provide for
tion would be highly sensitive to
the expenses of travel and mailing
the prospect of having its activity
involved in the investigating activireported throughout the country
ties of the Association.
with resultant national publicity .
I
Corner Silver & Spring Streets
\
Discussions at the Ames confer- The following is a list of the inj
Phone —__8-3066
ence leading to the organization of terim executive committee of- the _
°
the group emphasized that the pub- Association :
|
(Across from Radio Station)
Chairman, Eugene L Hartwig,
lication to meet the censorship problem was a primary responsibility- of managing editor of the Michigan
Daily at the University of Michithe newspapers them selves?
, v
I
. Membership in the- Association gan , 3391 West 158th St., Cleveland,
MOTOR TUNE UP
BRAKE SERVICE !
will be solicited from college news- Ohio. Treasurer , Sam Perelson , edI
papers throughout tlie nation "who itor-in-chief of The Ticker at The
Baruch
School
of
the
City
College
St. Armand' s
will
pay
annual
dues
of
$3.00.
j
MUFFLER & TAIL PIPE
WASHING |
of
New
York
4205
12th
Ave.,
Brook,
(
vill
Barber Shop
The executive committee
I
lyn 19. New York.
3 BARBERS
| name its own chairman from among
GENERATOR REPAIRS
ROAD SERVICE f
Louis Kraar, associate editor of
the ten and appoint a treasurer to
Phone 1727-W
I
j
handle all financial arrangements The Daily Tar Heel at the Univer37 Temple St., Waterville '
\ of the organization .
POLISHING !
sity of North Carolina, 4501 Wendo- I WHEEL BALANCING
j
I
ver Lane, Charlotte, North Caroliv
;
na. Barbara Skeeter, editor-in:
I
chief of The Hampton Script at the
Colby Students ! — For Delicious Food
Hampton Institute, 2902 Magnolia
At Reasonable Prices Visit
Ave., Arcadia Heights, Portsmouth,
Va. Philip Ebersole , • feature ediTHE ELMS R E S T A U R A N T
'
WATERVILLE
tor of The Daily Cardinal at the
TEMPLE STREET
University of Wisconsin , 16 Frederick St„ Williamsport, Md. Ted Leweditor-in-chief of The Rocky
WATERVILLE FRUIT & PRODU CE CO.
| is,
Mountain
Collegian at Colorado AgIncorporated
riculture and; Mechanical College,
WHOLESALE PURVEYORS
121 East Lake , Fort Collins, Colo.
Tel.¦ 138
Wate rville , Me.
!
Jan Stevens, editor of The Daily
Sanger Avenue
¦
• ¦
. .
,
Californian at the University of CalBROWN & UMPHREY

Continued From irage One
Knox Broadcasting Co., Rockland ;
vice-president of the Community
Broadcasting Service, Bangor ; and
as part owner and "member of the
board of directors of Mt. Washington TV, Inc. He is also a past president of the Maine Broadcasters Association arid currently a member of
the Standards of Practice tDommittee of the National Association of
Radio and Television Broadcasters.
During World War H, Mr. Brown
taught physics to Air. Force men at
Colby. While at Colby, he was active in Powder and Wig, the Camera Club and the Physics Club. He
was a member of the Zeta Psi frar
ternity. Mr. Brown is married to
the former Mary Louise Williams
(Colby 1934) and has three children.
Mr.. Umphrey is president of the
Aroostook Potato Growers, Inc.,
principal owner of the Aroostook
Broadcasting System ; director of
the Federal Reserve Bank ; and a
member of the TJ. S. Chamber of
Commerce. He is also a past president of the Rotary Club of Presque
Isle. While at Colby, he was a
member of the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity. He is married and also
has three children . Mr. Umphrey 's
face will not be a new one to the
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brings flavor back to filter smoking!

>

¦
All over America college smokers aro flocking to Winsto n—the new filter cigarette real
smokers can enjoy! Winston 's got real flavor
— full, r ich , tobacco flavor ! Along with finer
flavor , Winston bri ngs you a finer filter. It' s
uni W it' s differen t, i_ works _o emotively!

¦
,
,
'
H. _ . HKYNOLD - TOBA OOO OO.i WINOT ON'BALBM t N. O. •
¦
-IW-MMM
-W|»WI»--l»«WM«»
^--WW«» --W-»-»-«^^
——— ¦

The truly superior Winston filter doesn't
*|fllBillB
"thin " the taste or flatten the flavor. New
^^**aBJW
^^^PH HUUHn ^ .
Winstons are king-size for extra filterin g
,
Winston tastes good ~> *"«tfF r 7
action —. and easy-dr awing for extra good
Wee a cigarette should!
taste. Try a pack of Winstons. You'l-l really
v
enjoy ; 'em!
™. STON...
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Tlie, : house wishes to ask the com-r
mittee, who' won ?
Franklin EliaS Huntress; Jr.,
wishes to announce that he was
pinned last Thursday night at the
Crescent Hotel at 11:15. When, are
you bringing her home to mother,
Frank????
Many thanks to the brothers who
made this past week end such a
success. See you at Bates.
•

.

..

Here we are again after a twoweek,, absence. .: Several events that
we were going to tell you about last
week seem to us worthy of mention
now, even, though they are past , so
bear with us if we seem to delve into
what may . seen history.
"Blackness upon blackness," a
f •eshman-cqined phrase, was the
best description of the KDR house
two weeks ago tonight, when 300
Phi Delt
p eople ja pimed the building for our
Homecoming has come and gone
second annual Itoarin' 20's party. an d so h as ever yb ody 's nerves e_>
This was a. perfect start - for a per- cept Charlie Morriss ey, - who spent
fect- week end. The dapper broth- a lost week end in Washington . Old
ers and their flapper dates wore Phi' s too numerous to mention were
Daddy's and Mommy's old 1920 cos- back to pay their respects and give
;'
tumes.
fatherly advice about the cold, cold
Suggestive ' wall
decorations, world. They .all seem to be doing
painted by several talented KDR's, well ; one of them even has a jot .
added to the atmosphere. Faculty The week end was a success even
guests attending were Mr. • Holland though it did get off to a slow start.
and Miss Brewer ; Brother Bersch- Friday night, for a while,- all you
heider and Miss Dillaha ; Brother could s'ee were musicians, but the
Don Leach and his wife. Our thanks jam session Saturday night made up
to the social committee, under Lee for a lot of ills . Saturday night reFernandez, who planned the party fined conversation was the play out
so well. Many of the brothers helped Oakland way due to the fact that
too.
there were a lot of strangers in pur
We all enjoyed the Bowdoin game. midst. The boys who imported
It was good to see the Mule make girls were Jimmy Higgins, Joe WigA scene f r o m t &. \W's first prod uction "The Crucible " by Arthur Miller
the Polar Bear look like stupid and enbach, Butch Maguire, Jack Dewe're all VERY , VERY proud ! Af- Lea, Archie Anderson, Buzzy Milare expected to be present at the ny Graves '56, Chi O., pinned to
/j
ter the game, KDIt held a dinner ler , Jug Merriman , Billy Salidino ,
Dave Dunn 56, Zeta, Psi, and Diweek end activities.
at the Jeff for brothers , dates and Ronny Darroch , and a couple othBest wishes are in order for .' two ane Schnauffer '57, Tri Delt, pinned
alumni.
,
By Nan Irons
ers who fear publicity. We wish
h appy girl s now wea ri ng diamonds ; to Larry Zullinger '56, Deke.
With the festive Homecoming and
Winning second in the Woods- someone would tell those Dekes what
Word has been received of the
Harriet Sears '55, Tri Delt, engaged
men 's meet was the KDR team of refined conversation is.
By the the not s.o festive Maine game over, to Bob Fraser '54, Zeta Psi, and marriage of Rachel Quinby '55, A .
Art Goyette, Dick Davis , Art Smith way, John Barlegiorn did get the jus t the Bates game left to go, it Bobbie Moore '56 Sigma Kappa , D. Pi., to Dick Perkins '54, Dart,
be just
and Pete Greene, who > will be seen, Baron. Compliments are in order seems" like winter may
engaged to Lou Parsons '56, D. U.; mouth S. A. E. Our best wishes to
incidentally, the 11th and 13th , for Barkey Boole and John Farley, around the corner. The shorter
and two happy girls with pins : Gin- both.
when he will be playing a major role George Pierce and Alie Porath for days are really hard to get used to,
in Powder and Wig's production of their splendid behavior over the to say nothing of readjusting to the
"The Crucible. "
week end, and to Cliff Warner, who climate of Mayflower Hill .
Many of us went up to Maine has been expected , at¦' University of
With November here, mid-semesthis past week end, and had a good Maryland Dental School .
ter is also just around the corner.
time, despite ' the fact that Old Man
Phi thought ¦for the week : Yes- Keep working on those averages.
Weather forced us to lose. This terday This Day's Madness' did pre- Also with November comes the
week end we won't be home either. pare ; Tomorrow 's Silence, Triumph bu sy sor or ity season . The closed
{
We'r going to hoot n ' holler at or Despair; Drink 1 for you know rush .parties are as ^follo'w s: Nov . 9,
Bates , so leave no milk until fur- hot whence you came, nor why ; Chi Omega ; Nov. 16, Delta, Delta,
their notice
Drink , for you know not why you Delta ; Nov. 15, Sigma Kappa ; and
go, nor where. Thank you Edward Nov. 16, Alpha Delta Pi. The quiet
Tau Delt
period runs from 9 :15 P . M. on
Homecoming was the name of the Fitzgerald and Omar Khayyam .
November 16 to 9 :00/ A . M . on Nov.
week end and Homecoming it was.
Deke
18, The freshmen aiid transfers
The Tau House was graced by such
Homecoming Department : Great turn in their preferential lists on
colorful alumni as Art Rothehberg, week end, great party, great WamNov. 17 and oh Friday, Nov. 19,
Barny Oldfield Fishbin and his pus ! So many wierd , strange tales
Panhellenic delivers the sororities'
sawed-off Ford ; Wavering Ben floating about the house that it's
bids.
Duce, Past Consul Barry Leyow hard to choose a dozen or so . HowSigma Kappa is planning a busy
and his fiancee , and Dancing Morfc ever
week end to commemorate their
Gbldfine, who is currently appearMost original stunt of all was 80th anniversary. An initiation is
ing at the Phi House on week ends. "Mark Trail; " Datigherty's boy
The week end also saw its share of scout act in the heart of the Maine planned for Saturday afternoon with
Tau Delt lovelies : Larry 's tutor was woods. Journey home from Carter 's an initiate's banquet at Roberts Union Saturday evening. On Sunday
here, Rick's girl , and ' Dick Abe- on Saturday night .
afternoon
a tea will be held from
don 's girl was the Belle of the Ball
The wobdsier members of the 3 :30 to ' 5 :30 in the Dunn Lounge
in her nevr Kaywoodie ; we were for- House romped to a woodsy win in
tunate in having in our presence the first annual Woodsmen Meet of the Women?s Union . All college
Fran Wren , the Queen of Home- on the Sunday after Homecoming, women and Sigma Kappa alumni
aro invited to attend,
Members
coming Week end , escorted by DribDKE at . ._ . ' of M. : Mouse— from othor New England chapters
bling Bob Raymond and his seven "Where's my coat?" ; Marty—
foot skeleton. I might add a hope- "Where's my glasses?" ; Ross—
ful note here, that Mr. Raymond is "Where's my lemonade?" ; Andy— tho varsity against Bowdoin but
going to be the boy to watch this "Where the heck--?'! ;. Harry— congratulations to tho whole team .
In spite of the fact that Fred
year down at tho fieldhouse. Smil- "Whore the --?". Needless to say
Petra
's Memphis Dixieland Seven
ing Number ,37, Bonos Dinnorman , everyone had a great time, and
was elected lineman of the Week everyone except Harry and Andy were late in arriving after the game,
in Maine football ; fondest felicita- found what tliey were looking for. tho Zete House Tea Dance went off
as scheduled , to a packed house , An
tions, Dummy. King Farouk had
Disaster Department : Larry Zulhis harem up hero from Syracuse. lingor has gone to his rewards. Con- added attraction to this circus was
a gal named Susan Johnson who is
Tho house made its usiial colorful gratulations, Diane,
currently appearing at the Blue Ancontributions to the half-time activTho DKE's face tho ATO's this
ities with its "Eight 0'Clock , tho Tuesday after a woel< of rain and gel in Now York City, Somehow
Morning After " float. At tho holm ,' postponements . (P . S.—Wo wont) Susan managed to gather enough
strength and gave forth with a few
waving his big stiolt , was nono oth Famous Game and Lake Leisure Shirts , . ,
Zete
suggestive numbers. Another adder than President Bixler and all
made of luxuri ous, li gh t weight woolens , . ,
As was expected, Homecoming ed attraction was tho annua] Swan
agree that he kept tho class moving.
in (all' s richest tones ! Cut for complete com.
Two girl s tried to -grab Cluigger 's Week end- at the Zoto House was Dive Contest taken by neighbor Tod
fort , elegantl y detai led , as ONLY Game and
pin after tlio float passed . One pretty groat . Tho dance on -Friday Rico for the second consecutive
Lak e shirts arc. Single needle tailoring
was Oharlono , who already 1ms one. night was rather subdued until Ha- year .
throughout! Designed for the man who
Last Monday afternoon the Zoto
waiian , Anne , Dick Jones , and Roy
loves-leisure and demand s the best. Hand *
^
team edged a good Lambda Chi club
some plaids and solids in Game and Lake 's
WELCOME Coilby Students!
j Shoroy arrived from Boston about
ton Those of you who were hove 21 to C in a contest much relished
own domes tic and imported woolens that
VI_ lt ,Tno .
] can. take it from thoro. Very little by tho Baicfhoadod . Backfiold who
*
are
absolutely washable!
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BOB-IN
j
^g
g
j
remember
losing to those young fol^
j damage and no injuries. Last week's
iw Lunches , Snacks , Dinners j column phophesiod the best on cam- lows in tho finals in 1M> and 1050.
Tomplo Street
Wntorvill o j pus 'arid that's just what it was. A Wo go after the Phi Belts Tuesday,
cafe was sot up downstairs in the but , needless to say , tho season is
game room and many found tho fog complete for Jack Bald , who played
WANT EXTRA MONEY?
j and confusion terrific , particularly a groat I(gamo.
Address , Mail Postcar ds
Congratulations to Tom . Lynch
] warned in advance,
S|j nrb Time Evory Wobk.
\ thp Bowdoin Zotos ,7wh o had , been and Jim Smith ,, both sophomores,
¦
\vho woro pledged last woolc and to
' _» i.b o
j • Loo Mathiou and Jorry 'Til talk John.
Sliuto, who has nob boon as
thorn
EPAniico,
into
submission
"
143 Bolmont
Bolihont , Mas., j
__. - I«-*<>«_»|l«»<>.
obnoxious
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'
as . usual.
for
'•
played
thoir
usual
groat
gamo
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r?asi Formation
Of Flyi ng Cliili

; Many ; students and a few instructors have been working on plans
which, properly supported , would
lead to the formation of a Flying
Club at Colby. This club would offer the student or instructor an opportunity to obtain his CAA pilot's
license at considerably less than half
the. normal cost. Naturally, those
who already have : licenses would
" PEGGY CONNELLY
BUSINESS MANAGER
.
also benefit by a membership in the
News Editors — Rebecca Rowe, Nancy Cowling • Assistant Business Manager — Nate Miller club .
Rewrite Editor — Ca,roI Kiger
Advertising Manager — George Rudolph
The plan includes the purchase of
Assignment Editor — Paul Christie
Ass't Advertising Manager — Thomas Lynch a plane with funds made available
"' Circulation — Jeanne Arnold
Sports Editor — Richard Bartlett
>
by a share bought in the club by the
Feature Editor — Alfred Clapp
Subscription — Danny Yarchin
Photography Editor — Russell Stone
Exchange Editor — John Chatfield members. Thereafter maintenance
is the only expense for the privilege
of flying the craft. This, would , obviously, run far less in cost than the
rental fee for a plane.
Our next meeting will be on MonTHE VALUE OF A HIGHER EDUCATION . . . day, November 8, at 4 :30 in the
Last Tuesday was . the first Tuesday after the first Monday in afternoon. We will meet in the
November, as some of you probably were aware. However, many ROTO room, downstairs in the
of you .were presumably too occupied to heed the meaning of the Keyes building. Please attend, if
you can . If it is impossible for you.
date. Obviously, there are some members in this institution of to make this meeting, please tell
higher learning who have passed the age of 21. Now the signifi- someone who is going, that you are
cance of this age should not be lost in the connotations of the same. interested . It is most important
Granted that it is the age of legalized drinking in many states, but that we know how many are interested in the club. We invite all,
it is also the age of legalized voting in most states.
men and women , who are fascinated
In a brief survey of the voting situation on campus, we found out with the thought of flying.
that approximately one out of eight eligible people- voted. This is To secure more information of
an incredibly low figure for a college. You individuals who did not our plans, I suggest you corner
vote mu st be aware that you neglect ed one of your pri zed posses- Ridge Bullock , Peter Oram , Col.
sions. If you profess in any respect to classif y yourselves as mature Christie or Capt. Deitz of the ROTC,
or John Philbrook. Many colleges
and intelligent, then you must realize that your failure of action was have similar clubs. Let's
get this
quite serious. The value of a higher education obviou sly includes one rolling at Colby.
- ' '
that of becoming more aware of the responsibilities of citizenship.
But it appears that citizenship and public participation are lost word s
at college. The voting situation exemplifies this and the general apathy of the students verifies it. If you will n ot use one of your most
PIANIST DAVID BRUBECK
valuable privileges then how can anyone expect you to waste your
"A Wigging Cat
time in others less important?

JA ZZ

With A Far-Out Wail "
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By Joe Peruana
The most remarkable aspect of an
active mind is that it is always
learning, continually observing the
many phenomena surrounding it, reflecting on their importace, ' and
building them into a way 'of'"life".
If I were asked what I considered
to be the most , important thing to
learn in college, my answer would
be responsibility. This is of most
significance in the development of
a mature personality and something
which everyone must learn if he is
to be fair to himself and toward- society. In fact our whole democratic
structure can exist only if supported
by responsible citizens who are prepared to take an active part in mak. .
ing it work.
Responsibility and maturity do
not come from books ; they are contained in the very fabric of life here
at Colby. The students at Colby
are pretty much put on their own
upon arrival. Their big problem is
what to do with their newly-acquired
freedom . Some "fly off half-cocked," while others -really settle down
and make something of themselves
and in turn earn the respect of the
people around them.
Responsibility as it pertains to
us is pretty much an intelligent response on our part to situations that
confront us here at Colby. We are
given the facilities to govern ourselves-and the student speaks louder than most people realize. Such
organizations as the Student Gov-
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J oe Perham
ernment, Hangout, and the many
student clubs and organizations are
established to give the student a
chance to speak his mind and to assume positions of responsibility during this critical period of his life.
The rules which the college establishes act as guides to mature and
responsible acting on the part of. the.
student , not (as is popularly supposed) as a, barrier to free expression. Once we have establishd this
attitude of responsibility we can then
go on to other things but we should
never apathetically let it slip by
forever . The adult world requires
men and women who can and will
take over the reins of leadership.

(Herewith some hip lines and cool
CEMETERY . . .
excerpts from TIME'S Nov . 8, 1954
When editorial writing time comes to the ECHO, we usually argue cover story on the TJ. S.'s "most exabout the significant problems of the week. The choice for an ed- citing new,jazz artist.")
The New Jazz Age. Pianist Daitorial subject is finally made in a very democratic manner by the
by Baird W. Whitlock vid Brubeck is described by fans as
editors. This week, however, there was a marked absence of argu- a wigging cat with a far-out wail
Picking up Schweitzer's, Out of My Life and Thoug ht in 1954 rement. No wars over sports, coeds, library, arts, or even the admin- and by more conventional critics as
minds the reader of the depth of Thomas Mann's question, "Is not
probably the most exciting new jazz
istration.
. .
the pastness of the past the profounder, the completer, the more
We pondered this issue for almost two hours and decided that artist at work today. According to
legendary, the more immediate before the present it falls?" The
this lack of material was more harmful than beneficial. We finally TIME, which features Brubeck on
its cover this week , he is "as un- thought world he discoveres in the opening chapters is in many ways
decided that r
iot enough individuals . are asserting their opinions typical in the jazz field .as a harp
at the opposite end of history's pendulum swing from our own. What
openly. Certainly not everyone is happy with all situations here at in a Dixieland combo ," but what he
to the young Schweitzer were burning issues are in many cases now
plays is "some of the strangest and
Colby.
merely accepted posit ions, such as the meaning, and religious feeling
We feel it is our function in this column to bring controversial loveliest music every played since
of Bach's music; in others, such as the liberal position on the person
matters into the open. We almost shudder to think that a college jazz was born ."
In a matter of five years, Brubeck of Jesus, the church and scholarship have mpved far in the opposite
can feel so self satisfied. That is the time when regression begins. fan s have grown from a small . West
,
direction. Even . in those matters in 'whicli present events have led
For examp le, what happened to the idea of the HONOR SYS- Coast clique to a coast-to-coast
away from Schweitzer's position , however, his influence has been felt.
;• '
.
crowd. What peopl e hear and cheer
TEM?
in Brubeck , TIME's music editor be- If the church has moved in a strongly orthodox .direction; it . is largely
lieves, is not only a new type of jaza. due to Schweitzer's emphasis on eschatology, or Christ's preaching
"It .is the same exuberance that is of the final coming of the Messiah. If the existentialists have become
causing a tremendous boom in all one of the most important groups in the church , part of the reason
types of jazz—tho birth of a new
may be found in statements of Schweitzer like
kind of jazz ago in the U, S. Across
WHAT JS YOUR OPINION ON THE SUPREME COURTS
The philp soph y of Reverence for Life follows from taking tho U . S, tho joints are really flipRECENT RULING ON SEGREGATION IN THE PUBLIC in g.
the world as it is. And the world means the horrible in the
SCHOOLS?
What is "Modern?" The jazz
glorious, the meaningless in the full meaning, the sorrowcalled
modern
TIME
says
at
stylo
,
,
ful in the j oyous. However it is looked at, it remains to
Walt Foster , '56—I'm completely in favor of the action but I think
its l)0Rt swings .us vigorously as any
many a riddle.
it's too bad that the reactions to it are such as they are.
of its predecessors , but onco it starts
One thing the student must not look for in the book, is autobiogTony Lee, '58—It 's an extraordinarily worthwhile thing, however, swinging, it Booms , to movo on to
.
with
I think that the supreme court should have followed it up
more interesting matters , such as raphy. The title is an accurate statement : the contents are associated
recommendations to back up their ruling. This would have helped tinkering up a little canon a la events and thoughts out of the life. They do riot explain ;.they assert.
to eliminate any possibility of the anti-negro demonstrations • that Bach, or some dissonant counter- It is for this reason that a student reader will find many ideas to chew
part a la Bartok or even a thrashThere is practically no field of study notoyer and think about.
have shocked the country recently. I think actions like those of
ing crisis a la Beethoven ."
's
Governor Talmad ge of Georgia warrant a noose;,
Dave Brubeck thinks it reflects brought out , except perhaps art. . Part of Schweitzer genius and at'
"and philistheology
Dick Shine, '56—Just the first of a number of major steps toward tha American scene. It is tremen- traction is the wide spread of his interests, from
dously complex , but froo . It f lows, ophy through pharmacology to organ' building. Such a spread incomplete equality that must be taken in a Democratic society.
Parker Morten , '58—Fundamentally, I think it is a good thing, but along, improvising constantly, and evitably brings discussion and disagreement, and this is good for any
yet it is hold together by a firm patI don't believe it is pragmatic as of yet. The unfortunate and vio- tern , It sometimes recalls a mach- college campus. .Should Bach be played as slow as Schweitzer claims?
"
lent reactions to this decision that have, taken place serve to point ine that always sounds aa if it were Did his association with French organs blind him to this perhaps suthis out.
going to fly apai't, but it novor perior value of the early German? Arc his attitudes on education
Carol H auver and Marilyn Dyer , both '58—-Even though one of us quite does. As always in jazz, its Germanic to the point of authoritarianism? And any scientist, physiis from the South and the other from the North , we both agree that ossanco is tlio tension between im- cal or social , will probably jump with , borrow at his examples of
provisation and order—botwon free- "scientific research" on the theological questions.
;
, ' .
it is a fine move. It seems rcgrctable, however, that the decision was
dom and discipline .
But all of these questions do not lead to ah undervaluing of the man
not fu rther carried out , as this mi ght have prevented some of the rc- What Makoa David Run? In a
grctable incidents that have resulted from its enforcement.
business that has known moro than or the thir\ker, The book shows an original mind' at work which
Sue Eraser, '58—1 am in complete agreement with the Supreme its share of.dope and liquor, Davi d challengcs our minds. It calls the best from us either in agreement
court's ruling. As for those in opposition to .this motion who feel Brubook rarely drinks anil, aft er or heated disagreement, It is not a book to be read airad taken in
seriously and philosophically : conthat there has been segregation for so long a time that the South sidering the possible value of mbs- like Pablum. If wc accept without challenging, we do SJchweitzer a
cannot accept such action , I say that it is about time that the South onUno , rojooiod tlio whole idea', disservice. It is a book which should force us, to examine our own
beliefs and presuppositions strongly and keep us mentally alive. •
Continued on Page Six
:. ",'. .
Continued on Pago -Pivo
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:. _ ¦: ' V;v " V ;. be a .' veterinarian) and ;earned his
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first rriony playing hymns in school.
Continued from Page :Four(;
::ar()
;
apt
While itinerant . musicj ians
''.t:'. • vpr ubeck's' parents ' .were Presbyy
'
'
'
to dally with the belles along the1 tefians, and gave Him a' - "mildly ireway, Dave is happily married andl ligibus upbringing, but he developed
has four children {with a fifth. .; on' a searching religious bent of his
¦
the way) . Although a shady back- own. With deep religious scruples
ground was once almost essential tc» against taking life, "I resolved," he
the seasoning of a. real-life jazz-¦ says, "never to have a cartridge in
man,, Dave spent;. his youth playing; my gun if I ever landed at the
nursemaid to heifers (he studied tc> front. I wanted to be sure before-
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LpcheiMis ipaint ,
Bankers With CoIlw

by PSck Biblor

j LITT-B MAN ON CAMPUS

With the aim of securing greater
endowments for- an expanding Colby, the Bequest and Annuity Committee under the chairmanship 6Roberfc E. Wilkins, has been striving to acquaint people with the college through a series of luncheongiven . for bank officers . To date
four of these events have been
marked in the cities of Hartford,
Boston, Portland and Providence.
Traditionally most colleges employ the method of mailing descriptive literature to the trust officers
of various banks, who in turn may
if called upon , advise people in making their wills. Colby's idea
of
holding luncheons for these trust officers serves this fundamental purpose and was designed to establish
even a closer relationship with' the
banks . All of the events as yet have
been attended by President Bixler
who has been on hand to meet the
bank men and to tell the Colby
story. The idea seems to have been
^successful in that the trust officers
have kept in close, contact with
Colby since the luncheons;

"So I happ en to enjoy basketball
way I grade in this class?"

. . . What 's that

got to do wit h the

hand that I could never kill a man ."
Bermuda races will be shown to all
J azzman 's World
interested . A full and busy spring
Dave Brubeck met his wife, Iola,
schedule has been planned for the
at the College of the Pacific . As
club.
YACHT CLUB
co-director of a campus radio show
We've had our first taste of winon which he played , she made him ter, "but so what," says the Colby
HANGOUT
take off his "shoes because he stomp- Yacht Club. For those of you who
At the weekly meeting of the
ed his feet so hard that the noise al- think all Yacht Clubs shut down on
Hangout Committee, November 1st,
most drownd out the music. Iola Labor Day, I'd like to bring to your
plans for the Saturday afternoon
wanted to be an actress and writer, attention your false conceptions. All
to be held in the Hangwas therefore an intellectual . He over the nation yacht 'clubs operate Jam Session,
Nov
out
Boom,
. 13th , were announcwas a charact er , TIME says, and during the winter months
, even ed. There is to be a jazz band . of
lived up to it . "Tell me," he opened when snow and ice surround them
, Colby students, and the Hangout
the conversation in his jalopy , "tell and this is true at Colby.
Committee members will be working
me about this Plato cat.V
.If you are a member of the Colby in the Hangout kitchen' to sell reBrubeck's music is so ruggedly in- Outing Club, you are automatically freshments. This occasion should
dividual that even Dave's own side- a member of the Colby Yacht Club. help off-set the empty space left on
man and best friend , Saxophonist So why not come to one of our Colby Saturday afternoons by the
Paul Desmond almost walked out weekly meetings in room 8B in the end of football season , ¦- ¦ ' ¦¦
when he first played with him. We Miller Library at 3:45 on Tuesday
This week Hangout Committee
decided to play the blues in B flat ," afternoons and find out about the also voted to send Jean Hahlbohm
says Desmond , ''but the first chord splendid opportunities the club offers and Tom Finn as delegates to a
Dave played was Gr major ! It al- Colby students.
New England Association of Student
most scared me to death."
As a result of scraping money and
Continued on Page Six
Wherever they go, TIME says, hard work the , Yapht Club boasts
Brubeck and Desmond seem to be three Woodpuseys of good condition ,
enveloped in a kind of electric field an d a "crash" boat to guard the
in which they can communicate races . The boats are moored on
without words. Their only "ar- Great Pond and are available to
ranged" passages are occasional in- anyone at Colby who is a C. O. 0. j
STARTS THURSDAY
J
troductions or endings. Before a member and who can pass the re- j
NOVEMBER 11th
j
recent recording session , the desul- quired skippers test. The olub - usos j
Irving Berlin's
J
the Outing Club lodge and facilitory dialogue went like this :
"What are we going to do?" ties to run their meets.
A few weeks ago Colby played
"Well, I'm going to take an eightbar intro. . . ." "Then I play coun- host to Maine and Bowdoin at Great
I
— Starring —
terpart to you , and you take the Pond where our fall regatta -was j
BING
CROSBY
j
rest , but the rest of what?" "Why held. Six individual races were run
DANNY KAYE -.
don't wo do like we always do, off over a mile and a half course*. |
ROSEMARY CLOONEY
keep things going and kick it around Competition was keen , and Bowdoin I
YERE - ELLEN
and see if something happens?" "If came up on top, edging out Colby J
wo goof the counterpoint , which we by a quarter of a point .' CongratuPhoto graphed In the
I
certainly, will , playing it for tho lations to Betty Cuthertson and Phil J
NEW
SPECTACULAR
|
j
first time, keep going. " From then Smith for an excellent job racing,
V
ISTAVI
S
I
O
N
I
on they communicated ./ through
On Thursday, November 11, the
what Brubeck regards as a kind of Yacht Club will sponsor a student
mental " telepathy,
vs. faculty sailboat raeo on Groat
Is Anybody Happy? One of these Pond , fullowod by supper at the
days ,, TIME . says , restless Dave C. 0,¦. G. lodge for participants and
Briibebl. thinks ho may go back to all others of tho Colby community.
his original ambition of, being a No further events have boon schedcomposer , In the meantime, he is uled because ' of the uncertainty of
finding that his improvised kind of the weather, hut we would like to
music is just as real as the "com- remind you , that you are cordially
posed" kind.
invited to attend any or all of our
Says ho:" "I can go out and play meetings , This winter tho Yacht
and nqt give a damn whether I am Club officials will hold dry sailing
a composer or not. I have yet to classes and movies of such things as
;find the composer who I think is
happy ; Composers have all yoar to
thjnk abo\it the next note . Wo havo
j Excellent Meals for tho Student j
to decide in a second. . But thoy aro
not played very much, while in jazss I at a pric e ho can afford to payll
you ca'n perform what you compose. I Italian Sandwiches & Spaghetti I
Watorvlllo
j
When I got inspired, I'm the happi- j Main Street
est 'any .in the world. "

Club Column
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Inside every Viceroy tip is a vast network
of 20,000 individual filters to filter your
smoke oyer and over again. You get only
the, full, rich taste of Viceroy's choice tobaccos . . . and Viceroys draw so freely.
Yes, you get Viceroy 's remarkable new
tip ... with 20,000 individual filters ...
plus king-size length for only a penny or
two> more than cigarettes without filters.
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Prehistoric Skull Shown
In Smithson ian Exhibit

CLUB C O L U M N

Continued from Page Five
Union Committees at the University
of Maine, December 10-12 . Ann
Cherry was welcomed as new .publicity chairman for the committee.
According to a report from. 'Don
Tracy, manager of the Hangout
Room, attendance and purchases at
the Hangout have been - greater this
fall than ever before. It is open
every Thursday', Friday Saturday
and Sunday night, and on Sunday
mornings for brakfast .

• Washington , D. C—A 1,500-yearold Peruvian skull on which the
original surgical dressing of finely
woveu cotton gauze is held in place
by strands of wool, is part of an exhibit showing the evolution of bandages; presented to the National Museum by Johnson & Johnson , the firm
which pioneered and developed the
manufacturing of sterile surgical
dressings and its availability for medical use throughout the world. The
display features , the ..type' of lint
dressings actually used in-th e Civil
War, as .well,as the first type of wet
dressings created , and then takes the
viewer all the way through the evolution of bandaging up to the modern
sterile bandages presently used in
hospitals and. homes throughout the
world. Presentation to Dr. A. . Remington Kellogg, Director of U. S. National Museum , was made by Dr.
William H. Lycan , Johnson & Johnson Vice President in Charge of
Research.
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OPEN FORUM
Contnued from Page Four
became more liberal. Nowadays we need unity among Americans
and hot constant bickering about unimportant differences.
Roberta Ste a' dman , '58—I approve of it completely, because under segregation," the children, especially those of the South, tend
to grow up with predjudices, whereas if they- learned to associate
with negroes prejudices would eventually be wiped out.
Barbara Adams, '58—Such a thing should not have even come before the Supreme Court. Worthwhile as it is, such an issue cannot
be FORCED upon the people of the South. Real equality can come
only with the gradual acceptance of the Negro by the Southerner.
Randy Peyton, '57—1am definitely in favor of it. Although there
was. -a ¦considerable amoiint of opposition by the Maryland and
District of Columbia schools, it seems that this so-called opposition
was the doing of the parents who said that they would not let their
children go to school with Negro students/not the students , themr
selves. • Because of this I can say that faction against Negroes will be
eliminated within the next two generations. Surely I think it was
a good decision and agree with the ruling completely.
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What makes a Lucky tast e better ?

i Let us solve Your Gift Problems
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College smolisrs from coast to coast prefer Luckies
*° any other brand. Luckies lead, and by a wide
,^->' ' n.
>
margin, according to the latest, biggest college
. j r
Sl
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\
survey. Once again, the No. 1reason: Luckies taste
better. They taste better because Lucky Strike is
I
]
\
J
the cigarette of fine tobacco... and "It' s Toasted "
¦ to taste better. "It' s Toasted "— the fariioii-. Lucky
- •
\^^(\/\>/
Strike process—tones up Luckies* Ught, rriild, gbod\Jr\
JT
tasting tobacco to make it taste even bitter. This
Explains the Drbodle below, which is: Eskimo
If ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
m g g g f g^ ^ ^ ^g i ^ ^
seminar enjoying Luckies in badly built classroom.
butterfly skipping rope
Like all real cool peopie, Eskimos know Luckies
taste better. So, get the better-tasting cigarfetie
ni--B-------_
_B__----a_---_--____--_B-n . .. Lucky Strike.
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you 've got a Luclcy Drdddle in your^ood.6, a-iid ;
ip. Wo pay $25 for nil wo Use, arid eil-O _dr maiiy
&
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^,e dQn »t ufl0 . ^f ad as many
as^ you like with your
descriptive titles io: Lucky Drooclle, P. O. Box 67,
New York 46, N. Y. ¦ .
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Mules Are Very
Slight Favorite

Maine H uns Over
Mules In Mud

. On Saturday Novmber 6, Colby
The Colby Mules, minus their
will travel to Lewiston to play their
usual passing attack, lost to a tough
last game of the season against the
University of Maine team last SatBates Bobcats. The winner of the
urday at Orono before 6,500 raingame will probably clinch second
soaked Homecoming fans.
place in the State Series since both
Maine's win puts them in the
teams have a one and one record. If
driver 's seat as far as the State
past scores indicate anything, the
They
Series crown is concerned.
Bates-Colby game should be another
have only to knock , off a winless
thriller. Colby tool, command over
Bowdoin club tomorrow a t' BrunsBowdoin to win 20-13, however was
wick, while Colby travels to Lewisdefeated rather easily by . Maine
ton to engage the once-beaten Bob33-6. Bates was smothered by Maine
Cats, to annex their second straight
36-0, but managed to squeak by
state title.
Bowdoin 15-14. In other games,
Bates lost to Norwich, Northeastern,
Weather played a large part in
Brandeis
, and tied Middlebury.
the outcome and was mainly respona
college that allows freshBates,
sible for the lack of many long rushmen
to
play
varsity football, has
ing gams and the ineffectiveness of
gre
e
n
i
e
squad
built around a
__ake
a
"
"
the nationally known
to Jacobs
outstanding
few
veterans.
The
most
passing duo. The Mules hurt themfreshman is quarterback John Vail,
selves with several fumbles, two
who is doing a commendable job in
of them set up touchdowns and anhis first season of college football.
other one was recovered in the ColThree sophomores round out the
by end zone for a Maine touchbackfield, and an eager bunch of
down. The Mules could launch only
rookies form the forward wall built
three sustained drives throughout
around John Patton.
the long rain^soaked afternoon ;
Colby, who is anxious to gain a
two were bogged down on the 33
second place berth in state compeand 16 yard lines respectively, and
tition, is sending a formidable team
the third was a-71 yard drive that
culminated in Lake going over from Members of the White Mules who will don the pads' for the last time Saturday. Fron t row, George against the Bobcats. Although the
the one yard line with the Mules' Dinnerman; Co-Cf lpt. J ohn Dutton; and Chick Marchand. Back row, Dick Bartlett, J ohnny J acobs, seas on's record doesn't indicate a
commendable team , the Mules have
only score of \ the day and- Lake's and Co-Capt. Don Lake. Absent, Ralph Cuccuro and Adam Berluti.
had unfortunate breaks, some menfirst score of the season
t al lapses , and some injuries to key
Right from the outset the Mules
players , namely Tom Collins, George
seemed unable to get anything reDinnerman , Bill • Saladino, Barke
sembling . a sustained threat into
Boole, and Ralph Cuccuro. Playaction. . After an exchange of kicks,
ing their last gridiron game are senthe Black Bears took over on the
football
team
Colby's
freshmen
iors
co-captains Don Lake and John
Mule 44 yard line and passed twice,
game
of
the
season
lost
their
first
Dutton
, John Jacobs , the nation's
allowing thenr to reach the 6 yard
Hebron
last
Friday
to
a
powerful
leading
pass receiver, Art Marchline from where Jimmy Duffy bustat
Academy
outfit
in
a
sea
of
mud
and
and
Dinnerman , mainstays in
ed through for the first Maine score .
A hard-fightmg, never-say-die Colby football team lost a game the line, and Dick Bartlett .
The
final
score
was
7-6.
Hebron.
Roger Miles converted the point
The game should be a close one,
after touchdown. Colby fumbled on Mule quarterback Don Crowley, up at Maine Saturday, but it certainly wasn't from lack of trying.
scored
the
Colby
touchdown
late
in
but
Colby 's superior strength and
Every
man
on
the
field
game
everything
gave
that
ball
he
had.
It
the first play of the second period
but
his
atthe
game
on
a
long
run,
ability
should secure second for the
and Provenchu recovered for Maine.
just wasn't Colby's day—It wasn't even Colby's kind of day. The
tempt
for
the
point
after
was
blockMules
.
Smart, the hard-charging fullback ,
heavy rain and the sea of mud that tried to pass for a football field ,
and Oovell, handed- the ball to the ed. Hebron had scored earlier when
put
the damper on the Mules' air attack, and don't ever let anyone
3 yard line from where Warren a green lineman fell on a Colby fum^.
Griffen launched himself into the ble in the Mule end zone. Their try tell you it was the Black Bears' pass defense. On a better day we
AL CO R E Y
end zone for the second Maine tal- for the point after was good . The would have seen a better ball game. No one is trying to say that
Mule
attack
was
constantly
held
up
ly. Miles converted and Maine had
the Mules would'have won, but the score would have been a lot
MUSIC CENTER
a .14-0 half time lead. The Mules by the rain and mud , and a better closer. Maine had a good ball club. They were big and powerful
day
might
have
brought
about
a
did threaten toward the end of the
and, perhaps the best club Colby has faced all season, but they
RECORDS AND
half as Collins recovered a Maine better result . Ed O'brian , Bob
weren't
MacDonald
Bill
Orne,
Bob
Bates
27
points
better
than
the
Mazemen.
Nor
did
they
have
a
,
,
fumble, and "Jug" Merriman and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Phil
Suchecki
and
Crowley
all
playbetter passing team simply because they were able to send in a sub
Neil Stinneford ran the ball to the
Maine 33 yard line , but . two passes ed fine games for . the Frosh.
quarterback with warm, dry hands to complete a couple of passes
DANCE BAND
- This afternoon on Seaverns Field
failed and Maine took over.
after
the
rain
had
stopped.
Colby's
men
gave
it
all
they
had
but
,
the Baby Mules will face a strong
For All Occasions
Early in the third period John Maine Maritime . Academy team in they were just too light and undermanned to be at home in the muck
Small , who played a terrific game their last game of the season
This week it's Bates as one of the finest Colby teams in recent years
for Maine, intercepted a Lake aeritakes
the field ,for the last time. Six seniors, co-captains Don
al on his own 47 yard line and the
man almost recovered it but it slip- Lake and John Dutton , End John Jacobs, Tackles Chick Marchand
Black Bears were off again. Maine
t
t
ped out of his hands and Dexter
V
and George Dinnerman , and Fullback Dick Bartlett , will be putting t
drove on the ground down to the
Sarly pounced on it for Maine 's 5th
1
% Rollins - Dunham Co. %
Colby one yard lino and the hardtouchdown of the long wot after- on the pads for the last time, and these , boys will really want to win $
$
ranning Smart bulled his way over
noon , Miles missed the conversion this one . For that matter, so will the rest of the Mules' mainstays, ?
9
for the - third, Maine touchdown .
H
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and the score was now '33-6. The Bill Saladino, Barkey Boole , Fritz Kni ght. Jim Higgins , Neil Stin- X
Miles missed the conversion and the
last Maine t. d . came with but six niford and Dick Merriman. It means second .place, maybe even
score was 20-0.
%
HOUSEWARES
%
seconds to play. Tho Mules , partic- first if Bowdoin
should
ever
knock
off
Maine
they
could
on
a
(and
Colby took the kicltoff , and march- ularly linesmen Boole , Button and
ed 71 yards 'with Lake, ¦ Morriman backs Lake Stinneford . and Mor- good day). Tom Collins and Lee Mathieu are out because of in- Y
WESTIN GHOUSE
?
,
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t
and ."Krafiigrior doing the largest riman , played well and with a few juries , perhaps even a couple more. Bates will be up for this one t
t
¦%
shave of the gaining. This drive", the breaks here and there the score too, and , all in all , the Mules will not have an easy time of it. It's X
APPLIANCES
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Mules' only .s ustained march .of the might have been a lot closer,
going
to
be
a
mistough
game
but
Colby
can
do
it.
And
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no
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take about it—they will.
squirmed into the end /.one from
Ihe
New
Puritan
about a yard out , Mathieu ' missed $
%
?.?
Resta urant. Inc.
tlio extra point and Maine led 20-6, >j>
Capture the Color with Kodo chrom e . . .
V.
Kri it Your
In the fourth quarter , Boucher , X ALL ELECTRIC COOKING
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Maine end , recovered a Mule fum- j * Our Kitchen is Open for
.
Inspection at All Times
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ble on Colby 's 10 yard lino and full- <|«
j . Friends and Fam ily :•]
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tho end Hone on tho first play from
scrimmage to make the sooro after
Miles ' conversion 27.-6. Colby started a drive on its own 37 and behind
SUPER SHIRT
Lake, ICrasnigor and Stinneford
J
!
Give a REAL Gift !
ground' their way to the Maine , 25
FEATURES NECKTIE PARTY
LAUNDRY
j
boforo the drive potorod out. At this
!
Get Hung In Style
point , in the fourth quarter Coach !
DRY CLEANERS
j
Woriboman of Maine, put in- his pass!
See New Selection of
J
er , sophomore Poto KastocopouloH
Bache lor Bundle Sorulco
j
and ' this ,lad teamed up , with end j
Kon Woodsum to bring the ball t6
'
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Silver Street
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tho, Colby 5 yard lino . Hero Maine
74A ELM ST.
TEL.
1834
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j j Ma rty -~ D. K. E.
Glenn — T. D. P. j j Waterville , Maine
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ball in the Mule end zone, a Colby

Frosh Drop First
Game at Hebron
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"Eight" To Hold Hayride Schedoled

-iM ^_>o»_»
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ceives reductions on daily rates for fits year 'round.
use of the ski tow and slope. At -The . 'Outing Club meetings are
any Outing Club function a mem- held .every Tuesday, afternoon at
ber's pocketbook will fare better 4 :30 in Roberts Union. " All are inthan one of a non member. As vited to attend .
The Colby Eight, well-known male Due to the unpredieted atmospher- the influence -of inflation exhibits
double quartet on campus, will hold ic conditions last week end , it was itself in every community, it was
,,
tryonts for prospective memhers on necessary to cancel the Hayride. inevitable that the overall costs of I << LAUNpERETTE ^l
156 - 158 Main Street
Wednesday, ITov. 10, at 7 P . M. However, rainchecks are available Winter Carnival should skyrocket.
69
Wat
er
Street
Gives the Colby Stude nt
j
Those "who are -unable to meet at this to all for this Saturday night. As For this reason, the Katahdin Coun- j
SHOE
REPAIRING and DYING
cil
found
it necessary to pass a bill j v"
time should notify a member of the the Katahdin Council has placed an
Fastest Service
j
Quality
Service. - One Day Service
group so that another time may be order for fair weather, a good time that will set Carnival bids at $5.00
in
Town
J
;
j
your
For
convenience will deliver
arranged. Both, freshmen and upper- is in store for everyone. The eve- for members and $7.00 for non mem__»(MM»ct«B»a4 a»o«__»o«__->o«-»o«_»«-v-M>«afr<
' - i'~»< i^* ¦
classmen are invited to try out. ning will start with supper at the bers. In order to counteract this
-yt^^ p»*i _ m^a ^mbhf *i_tw? p-m.u ^__m^_»-g—rm—»u^_»o<__>o<__>_ i__k}_—_ «_ _>o __»o«_»o_n _-o_—»o««—»-*_¦_ ->u ~" 'w *j«
rising cost, plans are set to inEveryone who is interested should Ski Lodge .
P E T E R S LITTLE BIG S T O R E
note that a candidate will not be With the approaching winter sea- crease the quality and quantity of I
judged on his voice alone, but also son , many Colhyites will soon be the Winter Carnival events . Since !
Telephone 523
242 Main Street
j.
on his musical ahility and the way wanting to take advantage of . the Outing Club memberships are only
I
FOR
BREA
K
FAST,
D
I
N
N
E
R
I
LUNCH
,
in which he "blends with the group . winter sports.
Often it is more $2.00 a year , the thrifty will invest
SNACKS, SUPPLIES , GROCERIES , MAGAZINES
This year the Eight will continue profitable to do this as an Outing
£
j
now
and
etfjoy
Outing
Club
bene__
_
-«__»n«_
»U^__ *0^__ »O^_ 'U«__»M«W-_ ™--»U«
»»(
»l>«_
approxi»choosing
-«
their policy of
Club member than as a non memmately four alternates from the ber. For instance , a member regroup trying out ; these alternates
will rehearse with the present group <%?*«_¦n.<a--»«<—»o<-__mi «.sst>+1— ti ^-»t- -^_»0'«_-»n^_-Ki ^-» *
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and sing programs on campus with
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j
"High and
i ' •'
them .
Wednesda y, November 10
t
¦
¦¦
I
The Mighty "
This year the Colby Eight show
STA RTS SUNDAY
j
|
signs of having one of their best I Sunda y - Monday, Nov. 7 - 8
Eliz . Taylor |.
j I Stewart Granger
gro u p s ever , and are making exten- I " '. . . Clifton Webb in
§
I
"BEAU
B
R
U
M
M
ELL "
.
J
sive plans for a year of singing. So
|
in
Technicolor
I
"MR ; SCOUTMASTER"
j
far, the Eight have performed at the J!
ON OUR SCREEN
Also Robert Ryan in
j
I
|
Parents' Weekend dinner , the j
"
STARTS
WEDNESDAY
"INFERNO"
|
" Crazy Legs "
j \
Homecoming house parties, at the a
sun , :-t ub. ; - Nov . 7 - 9
,—„
,— |
2 COLOR H ITS
|
j
j
j
¦
end of Freshman hazing and have | Tues. - Wed., .Nov . 9, -10
j I Jean Simmons
Rory Calhoun || Rock Hudson Arlene Dahl
S
_ ,__.
Starts Thursda y, November 11 |
Ray Milland in
sung several programs in Augusta . !
i »»
i _ -» .
j |"A BULLET IS WAITING" j !
„
Bengal . . Bri gade
«
In addition to various programs in
"DIAL *M' FOR MURDER"
,
. I, I
!
plus
WMt ^ Christmas
J '
highcolleges,
Eastern
|
Fernando Lamas
Maine and at
Technicolor
_
j I Gary Merrill Wanda Hendrix I I
in VISTAVISION
!
j
" DIAMOND QUEEN"
lights of the year will include the l
"BLACK DAKOTAS"
j
I
double quartet contest at the Uni- ? * ¦4_H»(l«E_»O __»O-a-- >0'^_-'O4--_»Cl '«_B'tI4 __»n---»U-«ll»O« _9 » »*•» •«_—»n-*pa»o«_»o«_ai»o-«___-oW_»o«-_»n«_H»o^__->o.^__»0'«-»{lv«
versity of New . Hampshire on Feb.
5, and an extensiv e tour south during Spring vacation .
Members cf the Eight are the following : John Philbrook , leader,
Waltham , Mass.; ' Peter Merrill,
Augusta, Maine ; Bob Brown , Wakefiel d , Mass. ; Bob Blaltelock, Belmont, Mass. ; Brian' Olsen , Waltham , Mass. ; John Turner, Gardner,
Mass. ; Ean dy Peyton , Newport
N ews , Va ,; Jack Johnston, Shrevesport , La. ; and a newcomer to the
group this year is John, Reisman,
Westport , Conn.

Tryout Sessions For Saturday
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"Good Shoes for
College Men and Wom en"

|
i!

I
GALLERT
I SHOE STORE

j
\

I
S
1

|
51 M ain Stre et
* Waterville
Maine

|
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WE EXTEND C REDIT
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MAJEST I C
R ESTAURA NT
76 Fron t Street

Syrian and American Foods
AT LOW PRICES

Orders To Take Out
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Telephone 8-1990
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Flowers for
Ever y Occasion
MAPLEHU R ST
GREENH OU SE
<of Winsl ow

!

Augusta Road
TELEP HONE 1576
Member F. T. D.
We Deliver Anywhere
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TARDIF JEWELER
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Sterlin g Head quarters
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Rood and Barton ~- Hoirloom

9 »'s the FILTER that Counts
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Why do L&M sales soar higher every
day? It s the one filter cigar ette that
eni°y — '
-*ves smo^ers a taste ^ey c^
a filter they can depend on. Now L&M
comes king-size ,, too, at the same low
^"^

i

In either size — only L&M Filters

^^ ^!J ^ ^
f ^/ ^

give you the Mira cle Tip — the effec*
/ J ib
/
tive filtration you need. Get much
/
/ mm
wore flavor — much lessr nicotine ~ a . /
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/
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light, mild smoke. Yes, ~- it's the filter
that counts. ,. and L&M has the best! / ^
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